Ghostv Psycop 6 Jordan Castillo Price
Getting the books Ghostv Psycop 6 Jordan Castillo Price now is not type of challenging means.
You could not on your own going taking into consideration book gathering or library or
borrowing from your friends to log on them. This is an totally simple means to specifically get
lead by on-line. This online declaration Ghostv Psycop 6 Jordan Castillo Price can be one of the
options to accompany you past having other time.
It will not waste your time. resign yourself to me, the e-book will agreed aerate you additional
situation to read. Just invest tiny era to admittance this on-line publication Ghostv Psycop 6
Jordan Castillo Price as capably as review them wherever you are now.
Private detective Duncan Andrews' best
To Catch a Ghost Samhain Pub
friend Gina is a witch, his dog is a zombie,
Limited
and his dead boyfriend Robbie is a ghost.
Cooper O'Neil, a high school senior
His connection to the supernatural helps
from the small town Parkway, strives for him solve cases: Janice Sanderson, richest
a normal teenage existence. One of
woman in Indianapolis, wants him to find
Cooper’s greatest fears is that
her stripper daughter, Brenda; another
client is having some trouble with a
everyone will discover that he has
telekinetic abilities, and inevitably turn specter haunting her family home. And
him into a science experiment. Only his Duncan has decided to add dating into the
mix, but the deceased Robbie doesn't
parents and his sister, Amber, know
make it easy. When Duncan meets Nick
about his incredible abilities. Cooper
while tracking down a lead in Brenda's
keeps his abilities a secret, especially
case, Robbie shows up to spoil his
from the love of life because he worries chances. But that is the least of Duncan's
that she would no longer love him if she worries --because one of his clients'
husbands is missing and there's a serial
discovered his secret. However, soon
killer on the loose --one Duncan fears isn't
Cooper has more to worry about once human.
the townspeople of Parkway begin to
Catch a Ghost JCP Books LLC
disappear. Once Cooper discovers his Imagine a world without hunger. In 1960, a
late grandfather’s journal in his attic, he superfood was invented that made starvation a
realizes that history is repeating itself,
thing of the past. Manna, the cheaply
manufactured staple food, is now as ubiquitous
and just like over forty years ago, the
as salt in the world s cupboards, pantries and
townspeople are being kidnapped. In
order to solve the mystery of the recent larders. Nelson Oliver knows plenty about
manna. He s a food scientist according to his
kidnappings, he must find out how his
diploma, that is. Lately, he s been running the
grandfather died, and the connection
register at the local video rental dive to scrape
between the kidnappings from over forty
together the cash for his exorbitantly priced
years and the present day before it is
migraine medication. In a job fair gone bad,
too late.
Nelson hooks up with copywriter Javier and his
Criss Cross: A Psycop Novella Carina
Press

computer-geek pal Tim, who whisks them
away from the worst of the fiasco in his
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repurposed moving truck. At least, Nelson
itself, either. Someone's gone
thinks those two are acquainted, but they re
through a lot of trouble to
acting so evasive about it, he s not sure how
bury the past. But who?
they know each other, exactly. Javier is
Bitter Pill JCP Books LLC
impervious to Nelson s flirting, and Tim s name Charlie Hitchcock and Tyler Yu
could appear in the dictionary under the entry learn that the Abracadabra Hotel
may be haunted by its founder, Mr.
for awkward. And with a riot raging through
Abracadabra himself!
Manhattan and yet another headache coming
Spook Squad JCP Books LLC
on, it doesn t seem like Nelson will get an
answer anytime soon. One thing s for sure, the Magic takes many forms. From
tension between the three of them is thick
malignant hexes to love
enough to cut with a knife...even one of those charms gone amok, you'll find
dull plastic dealies that come in the package
a vast array of spells and
with Mannariffic EZ-Mealz.
curses, creatures and
Black Magic Bantam
conjurings in this massive
The second PsyCop adventure finds the ghosts
collection-not to mention a
surrounding Victor getting awfully pushy. The
steamy dose of man-on-man
medications that Victor usually takes to control
action. Charmed and Dangerous
his abilities are threatening to destroy his liver,
and his new meds aren't any more effective than features all-new stories of
sugar pills. Vic is also adjusting to a new PsyCop gay paranormal romance,
partner, a mild-mannered guy named Roger with supernatural fiction and
urban fantasy by ten top m/m
all the personality of white bread. At least he's
willing to spring for the Starbucks. Jacob's exparanormal authors. Rhys Ford
boyfriend, Crash, is an empathic healer who
- Dim Sum Asylum For
might be able to help Victor pull his powers into Detective Roku MacCormick,
balance, but he seems more interested in getting working Arcane Crimes is his
into Victor's pants than in providing any actual passion. Now cleared of any
assistance.
wrongdoing for shooting his

Twelve Years a Slave Jcp
Books
Victor Bayne honed his
dubious psychic skills at one
of the first psych training
facilities in the country,
Heliotrope Station, otherwise
known as Camp Hell to the
psychics who've been guests
behind its razorwire fence.
Vic discovered that none of
the people he remembers from
Camp Hell can be found
online, and there's no
mention of Heliotrope Station

last partner, MacCormick is
given back his badge... as
well as a new case and
partner. Trent Leonard isn't
exactly what he'd expected,
but then nothing in San
Francisco's Chinatown ever
is. Ginn Hale - Swift and the
Black Dog When Jack Swift
killed a tyrant and won the
revolution he became a
national hero. But someone in
the new government prefers
dead heroes to living,
swearing, cynical wizards.
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Caught between bullets,
Thirteenth Hex Hexman Dominic
revenge and desire, Jack had Kopecky doesn't understand why
better be swift indeed. KJ
dashing crow familiar Rook
Charles - A Queer Trade
wants his help investigating
Apprentice magician Crispin
murder by patent hex. For one
Tredarloe returns to London to thing, Dominic isn't a witch.
find his master dead, and his For another, the case is
papers sold. Papers with
already closed-and someone is
secrets that could spell
willing to kill to keep it
death. Waste paper seller Ned that way. Charlie Cochet - The
Hall can't resist Crispin's
Soldati Prince Riley Murrough
pleading-and appealing-looks. goes from serving lattes to
But can the wasteman and the being chased by demons. If
magician prevent a disaster
that wasn't bad enough, he
and save Crispin's skin?
bears the mark of a
Nicole Kimberling - Magically shapeshifter king from a
Delicious Occult attacks
magical realm. Riley's
against NIAD agents aren't
determined to get answers, but
remotely Keith Curry's
if the demons out for his
department. But when his
blood don't kill him, the urge
lover, Gunther, is assaulted, to strangle the arrogant king
Keith refuses to just sit back might. Lou Harper - One Hex
and fill out paperwork. He's Too Many Veteran detective
on the case-even if that means Mike Mulligan is an expert on
enraging powerful mages,
violent crimes-of the occult
crossing leprechaun picket
variety. He might even be
lines, or braving dinner with cursed. Detective Hugh Fox is
Gunther's goblin parents.
eager to partner up and prove
Jordan Castillo Price himself, but Mulligan is
Everyone's Afraid of Clowns
accustomed to flying solo. Can
Psychic medium Victor Bayne
they trust each other enough
can spot a ghost any day of
to track a killer who'll stop
the year, but Halloween holds at nothing, not even summoning
some special surprises. His
a demon? Andrea Speed - Josh
psych-groupie boyfriend Jacob of the Damned vs. the Bathroom
coaxes him to the location of of Doom It's a boring night at
an old spirit sighting, but
the Quik-Mart for Josh and his
they can't ghosthunt without friend Doug. Until a vampire
enduring a cheesy "haunted
with a grudge-and the most
house" that's even more
adorable backup ever-crashes
disturbing than they realize. the store. Can Josh survive
Jordan L. Hawk - The
the Bathroom of Doom? Astrid
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Amara - The Trouble With Hexes popular with the living, as most
P.I. Tim Keller has a problem. people consider him a little odd,
but the ghosts of violent crimes
And the only person who can
can't wait to tell him all about
solve it is his ex-boyfriend, their deaths. His new case pairs
Vincent, whose job as a
him with Jacob, a non-psychic who
hexbreaker was the reason they works in sex crimes, Victor and
broke up. It's hard admitting Jacob have a history, and as they
he was wrong, especially when work together to solve a set of
serial crimes, they begin to
coughing up organs. But
explore the possibilities of a
there's a missing person to
future together.Among the Living
find, a hexmaker to hunt down, (PsyCop #1)
and a romance to repair before Join the most unique and
celebrated authors of LGBTQ urban
Tim breathes his last.
Fire Thief GhosTVFor the past
dozen years, Victor Bayne has
solved numerous murders by
interrogating witnesses only he
can see-dead witnesses. But when
his best friend Lisa goes missing
from the sunny California campus
of PsyTrain, the last thing he
wants to find there is her spirit.
Disappearing without a trace in a
school full of psychics? That's
some trick. But somehow both Lisa
and her roommate have vanished
into thin air. A group of fanatics
called Five Faith has been
sniffing around, and Lisa's email
is compromised. Time is running
out, and with no ghosts to crossexamine, Vic can't afford to turn
down any offers of help. An old
enemy can provide an innovative
way to track Vic's missing friend,
and he enters into an uneasy
alliance-even though its ultimate
cost will ensnare him in a debt he
may never manage to settle. The
PsyCop series: PsyCop Partners
(contains Among the Living and
Criss Cross) PsyCop: Property
(contains Body & Soul and Secrets)
Camp Hell GhosTVPsycopAmong the
living: Victor is a PsyCop, also
know as a member of the Paranormal
Investigation Team. He's not

fantasy and paranormal fiction for
a fast-paced and unpredictable
ride. Full of humor, romance,
horror, action, intrigue, and
magic, these stories have one
common element....

Zero Hour: A Post-Apocalyptic
MM Romance Createspace
Independent Publishing
Platform
Dying isn’t what it used to
be. Wes Cooper was dead. Then
he wasn’t—though he’s not
exactly alive, either. As an
immortal not-ghost, he can
transition between this world
and the otherplane, which
makes him the perfect thief
for hire. For seventy years
he’s made a “living”
returning items to their
rightful owners, seeing his
fair share of the bizarre in
the process. But he’s never
witnessed murder. Until now.
His latest mission brings him
more than he bargained for: a
very-dead actor who is
definitely going to stay that
way. It’s just Wes’s luck
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that his ex-boyfriend,
since the Michigan island is
Detective Hudson Rojas, is
the summer home to snowbirds
assigned to the case. Hudson who fly south for the winter,
broke Wes’s heart years
it's practically
ago—and could again, given
deserted--save for Ray's new
he’s rocking a hot silver-fox household and a sculptor named
look that shouldn’t be legal. Anton Kopec, who works day and
As they work together to track night twisting brambles and
down the murderer before
twine into the distorted
anyone else gets hurt, it
shapes of macabre creatures.
becomes clear Wes and Hudson Compelling, bizarre, and
have unfinished business. And somewhat disturbing...not just
when a secret Hudson’s been
the sculptures, but the
keeping threatens more than
artist, too. Ray has a feeling
just their happiness, it might Anton is just his
mean the end of their not-life "type."Despite their scorching
together—permanently. This
chemistry, when a dead body is
book is approximately 91,000 unearthed by some workers and
words
a freak ice storm traps them
Odd Hours Capstone
all on the island, Ray can't
GhosTV
say for certain that his new
Turbulence Collection Jcp
flame isn't capable of murder.
Payback (Channeling Morpheus #1)
Books
Does everyone have a certain Jcp Books
Dragons terrorize a Virginia town,
"type" they end up
and one young man finds
with...whether they want to
friendship--and love--in unlikely
or not? If Ray Carlucci's ex places in this near-future, postis anything to go by, Ray
apocalyptic romance from Lambda
award finalist Day.
likes his men gorgeous,
rebellious, and chock-full of Body Art Psycop
And it is, it is a glorious
issues. But now that Ray is
thing to be a Pirate King! When
single again, he has a shot
murder makes an appearance at a
at a fresh start--a very
dinner party, who should be
fresh start, since his tattoo
called in but Adrien’s former
shop was gutted by repo men
lover, handsome closeted
and he can fit all his
detective Jake Riordan, now a
belongings in the trunk of a Lieutenant with LAPD—which may
cab.Ray's shiny new
just drive Adrien’s new
chauffeur's license lands him boyfriend, sexy UCLA professor
a job as a driver for an
Guy Snowden, to commit a murder
of his own.
elderly couple on Red Wing
Island. It's a cold fall, and Pale as a Ghost JCP Books LLC
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The foundation of superstition is elephant in the room...the
ignorance. First Officer Paul
elephant with the letters FPMP
Cronin has no use for magical
scrawled on its hide. Once
thinking-he's a logical guy, a
skeptic who only believes what he Jacob surrendered his PsyCop
can see. When a new assignment on badge, he infiltrated the
Federal Psychic Monitoring
Flight 511 takes him directly
through the legendary Bermuda
Program. In his typical
Triangle, he's not concerned about restrained fashion, he hasn't
losing his aircraft to supernatural
been sharing much about what
forces. He's busy trying to hook up
he actually does behind its
with handsome flight attendant
vigilantly guarded doors. And
Dallas. Dallas seems eager to
true to form, Vic hasn't
oblige at the airport, but his
ardor cools quickly when he finds asked. In fact, he would
out he and Paul are now on the same prefer not to think about the
crew. Then the turbulence hits, and
FPMP at all, since he's owed
Paul soon discovers there's more to
the Bermuda Triangle than made-for- Director Dreyfuss an exorcism
TV movies. While trying to decipher since their private flight to
his cryptic predecessor's notes and PsyTrain. While Vic has
guide Flight 511 around the
successfully avoided FPMP
Triangle phenomenon, Paul attempts entanglement for several
to piece together a relationship
months, now his debt has
with Dallas. It seems that forcesfinally come due.
both paranormal and mundane-are
This Side of the Grave
stacked against them. Can Paul
Dreamspinner Press
navigate a successful course
Is seeing really believing?
through the turbulence while he
Hank would never dream of
finds a way into Dallas' heart?
Turbulence Collection contains the coming on to the most striking
following novelettes: Into the
guy at the bar—but it’s his
Bermuda Triangle, Autopilot
lucky night since Thomas, the
Engaged, Red-Eye Dawn, Connecting burgundy-haired vision in black
Flight, Black Box, Flying Blind,
lipstick and mirrored shades,
Radio Silence, and Final Boarding.
takes it upon himself to make
77,000 words - gay content

Among the Living (PsyCop #1)
Snow & Winter
Everyone enjoys peace and
tranquility, and Victor Bayne
is no exception. He goes to
great lengths to maintain a
harmonious home with his
partner, Jacob. Although the
cannery is huge, it's grown
difficult to avoid the

the first move. While the
encounter itself is mindblowing, the hot-and-heavy
grapple in the janitor’s closet
isn’t the only way in which
Thomas blows Hank’s mind.
Breathe Deep & Swim Lethe Press
Everyone knows that Prophet —
former Navy SEAL, former CIA
spook, full-time pain in the
ass — works alone. But his boss
at Extreme Escapes, Ltd. has
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just assigned Proph a new
memory palace. So shouldn't
partner and a case haunted by
they be able to figure out a
ghosts from Proph's past.
way to overwrite the
Suddenly, he has to confront
persistent false memory that's
both head-on. Tom Boudreaux —
wreaking havoc on both of
failed FBI agent, failed
their lives? Daniel thought he
sheriff, full-time believer in
was holding it together, but
bad luck — is wondering why the
the situation seems to be
head of a private contracting
sliding out of control. Now
firm has hunted him down to
even his own equipment has
offer him a job. Still, he's
determined to succeed this time, turned against him, reminding
him he hasn't had a date in
despite being partnered with
ages by taunting him with
Prophet, EE's most successful,
lethal, and annoying operative, flashes of an elusive man in
on a case that resurrects his
black that only he can see. Is
own painful past. Together,
it some quirk of the
Prophet and Tom must find a way circuitry, or is Daniel headed
to take down killers in the
down the same path to fantasydangerous world of underground
land as his old man?
cage matches while fighting
A Strong and Sudden Thaw Jcp
their own dangerous attraction.
Books
When they find themselves caught
The hunt is on. Pretty young
in the crossfire, these two
loners must trust each other and men and women like Michael’s
best friend, Scary Mary, are
work together to escape their
disappearing from underground
ghosts...or pay the price.

GhosTV Harper Collins
Every day, Daniel Schroeder
breaks his father's heart.
While forgetting your
problems won't solve them, it
does seem like it would make
life a heck of a lot easier.
Daniel thought so once. Now
he knows better. He and Big
Dan have always been close,
which makes it all the more
difficult to break the daily
news: the last five years
were nothing like his father
remembers. They're both
professionals in the memory
field-they even run their own

goth clubs all over Detroit.
For over two years, Michael
has been scouring the midwest
for buried newspaper articles
and obscure medical reports,
and now he’s finally
pinpointed the source of the
problem. Too bad he can’t
exactly go to the cops and
tell them his friend was
murdered by vampires. Since
it’s his duty to start wiping
out the scourge, he’s posing
as bait—and he’s got a bag of
sharpened hickory stakes to
do the job. Everything should
go smoothly, given the amount
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of preparation that Michael
has put into the hunt. He’s
got a practiced repertoire of
come-hither eyeliner looks and
a full blister-pack of the
date rape drug Rohypnol. But
he didn’t count on Wild Bill
showing up. Wild Bill is a
vision in spiked hair and
scuffed black leather—exactly
the type of guy Michael would
have fallen for…if he’d ever
had the chance. Unfortunately,
with a vampire in his sights,
Michael has no time for an
actual date. Despite his best
efforts, it seems there’s
nothing Michael can do to
shake Bill loose. Looks like
they’re in for a wild, wild
ride.
Hemovore Jcp Books
Among the living: Victor is a
PsyCop, also know as a member of
the Paranormal Investigation Team.
He's not popular with the living,
as most people consider him a
little odd, but the ghosts of
violent crimes can't wait to tell
him all about their deaths. His
new case pairs him with Jacob, a
non-psychic who works in sex
crimes, Victor and Jacob have a
history, and as they work together
to solve a set of serial crimes,
they begin to explore the
possibilities of a future
together.
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